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The game has full soundtrack. • Faster gameplay because its more responsive to player’s touch • Replaces our original particle effects with new, better and more detailed effects. • Becomes more interactive thanks to the new animation set. • New mini-games to unlock.
With this new DLC you discover four new minigames, each one representing a new variation of our established mini-games from the main game. Players can unlock each game with a single in-app purchase and may play it infinitely without any additional costs. This DLC is
fully integrated with the main game and is fully compatible with the Steam achievements. Do you enjoy our game and believe you can contribute to its development? Here's how: We’re looking for a talented writer, who’ll work closely with us, as he’ll take care of crafting
the game story and co-writing the dialogues. Who are we? Since 2009 AIP Corporation is a group of experienced game developers committed to create unique and compelling games for iOS and Android. We’re located in San Francisco, California. In the past, our team
released hundreds of games. We want to join great and talented people who can dedicate themselves to our future projects. We also accept freelance projects. If you know somebody and want us to know about his or her talent, please, send him/her our way. About the
project Cute Nurses is an arcade puzzle game with a surprising twist. What do you think about a girl that’s always smiling and has an attractive appearance? Wouldn’t you like to make her smile, too? What if you could make her laugh? What if you could make her enjoy
your minigames? How? Use your fingertips to interact with her! Touch her and she’ll start to laugh and enjoy. The girl will move and react while you touch the screen. To make her happy, you’ll need to find objects inside the minigames, that’ll make her laugh and enjoy.
Every game level includes a different set of items that you can unlock and use. They’ll all appear randomly at the start of the game. This all-new minigame will help you to unlock access to the whole game, and you’ll also

Dissection Simulator: Feline Edition Features Key:
Original Gothic fiction in cinema!
Matrix of validation!
Off-screen adventure!
Follow the experience of multiple story lines!
Dozens of puzzles to check!
Knock the beautifully drawn pictures!
Master of random events!
Hypermode of an incredibly deep story!
A great adventure with lots of independent subtasks!
Using for second life!
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